PROGRAM

PROCESSION
Leslie G. Portney, Ph.D., P.T.
Faculty Marshal

INVOCATION
Bernard O' Connor, J.D., S.T.D.

WELCOME
Maureen W. Groër, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.
President

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Matina S. Horner, Ph.D.
Chair, Board of Trustees

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Gail L. Warden
"Making a Difference in the Health Professions in the 21st Century"
President and Chief Executive Officer, Henry Ford Health System
Trustee, Massachusetts General Physicians Organization
Member, Pew Health Professions Commission

AWARDING OF HONORS
Mary Mankin Prize
Presented by Henry J. Mankin, M.D.

Excellence in Clinical Nursing Practice Award
Presented by Jean D. Leuner, R.N., Ph.D.

Rebecca Colvin Prize
Presented by Jean D. Leuner, R.N., Ph.D.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Maureen W. Groër, R.N., Ph.D., F.A.A.N.
President

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Matina S. Horner, Ph.D.
Chair, Board of Trustees

Jean D. Leuner, R.N., Ph.D.
Interim Director, Graduate Program in Nursing

Bette Ann Harris, M.S., P.T.
Director, Graduate Programs in Physical Therapy

Robert E. Hillman, Ph.D.
Interim Director, Graduate Program in Communication Sciences and Disorders

RECESSIONAL

The audience is requested to remain in place until
the academic procession has withdrawn.

The MGH IHP gratefully acknowledges the use of the McLean
Hospital campus and facilities, and the assistance of its staff
with the arrangements for the graduation festivities.

ALL ARE INVITED TO JOIN THE GRADUATES
AT A RECEPTION IN THE FRANCIS DE MARNEFFE BUILDING
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY.
1996 GRADUATION CEREMONY
DEGREE CANDIDATES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Jacqueline Ann Albrikies *
Mary J. Attardo†
Theresa Sweeney Barnett
Amy Donnelly Beaupré
Kathleen Anne Belmonte
Tamara Ebin Bloch
Ellen Elizabeth Brown Sampson *
Genevra VanNostrand Buchanan
Leslie A. Burton
Wanda M. Carmichael
Ann-Marie Elisabeth Clasby
Jill Sara Cohen
Kathleen Marie Crump
Jacqueline A. Danis
Carolyn Marie Delano†
Barbara Ann Devorin *
Christine M. DiGregorio
Angela Brady Diorio *
Beth E. Dubois
Margaret A. Edginton
Loryn Erica Ferrara
Janet Mullane Fetter
Patricia A. Flaherty
Deborah N. Chika Flint
Gregory William Foley
Annette C. Fonteneau
Bridget Rose Franciose
Joanne Cantor Friedman
Holly D. Fryberger
Carol Gangitano *
Stephanie A. Gill
Elisabeth Hope Greenwald
Sharlene Daria Hammond
Kathleen Mary Harrington
Elizabeth Louise Hart
J. Alexander Hoyt
Debra Hussey
Mary Elizabeth Norato Indeglia
Damarys Walkiria Javier
Caren Kachoris
Kenneth Collins Kavanagh
Laurie McDonnell Kelley
Jill Freeman Kirk
Denise J. Landrigan
Cynthia Maya Leiffer
Robert Amado Marrero
Katherine Irene Moore
Mary Lou Moore
Pamela Anne Morris
Meena A. Murthy
Deborah J. Nitkin
Lisa Miller O'Connor
Jean M. Pastorello
Emiliana Pérez
Maria Angelina Puzo
Neviana Iraylova Raykov
Elise J. Reveno
Lois M. Rosenbloom
Darcey Lynn Marie Santos
Margaret H. Satterfield
Kathleen Guay Savage *
Elizabeth Shallenberger
Sarah Durant Thomas
Martina Rosa Todd
Tonina Anne Tomlinson
Kimberly Ann Webber
Kari Sundt Weeder
Lisa Seeley Zaeder

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Charles Kenneth Brown
Teresa Marian Dancewicz *
Christine Michelle Daniel *
Nancy M. Davis *
Bradley Kent Kaya
Jaime Cruz Paz
Kathleen A. Pierce *
George Potamitis *
Donna M. Scarborough *
Amy Kruschwitz Tarnowski *
Ellen Marie Tighe *
Diann M. Tropeano-Sanborn *
Kelly Lively Tuccillo
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY*

Shannon Sweeney Anthony
Amy R. Bowman
Anna Yongwon Choi
Susan I. Cohn
Christine Denise Counter
Jennifer Anne Crowley
Janine Marie Ermilio
Danielle Gauthier
Gail Marguerite Gedachian
Jana M. Healey
Christine Cerveira Himawan
Sheila Marie Jones
Cindy Abbott Kyle
Mary E. Lewis-Mannion
Gail Maureen Marshall
Jennifer L. McCullough
Jodi D. Moore
Jill Renae Murphy Schramel
Ellen Katherine Nee
Cynthia Paris
Tracey Ann Reid
Alissa Cori Schaeffer
Kristen Paige Shepard
Pamela Talbot
Laura Theobald
Lori A. Twombly
Lisa Volynskaya
Althea Susan Wagman-Bolster
Brenda Susan Walsh
Lauren Michelle Wood
Sasha A. Yampolsky

* Completion of degree requirements anticipated by September 1996
† Received degree on January 9, 1996
DEGREES AWARDED SINCE MAY, 1995

October 10, 1995

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DIETETICS
JoAnna M. Burton

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Ashwag Ali Hassani
Regina R. Kaufman
Karen Jean Weinschenk

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Deborah Miriam Arin
Laurie Ann Bishop
Jessica Lara Brown
Ann Marie Edmonds
Paula Beeghly Fike
Amy E. Givens
Marilyn C. Jonas
Lauren Ashley Katz
Anne Patton Lamb
Rachel Elizabeth Larson
Carol Beth Bertucci Spindler

January 9, 1996

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DIETETICS
Christine D. O'Connor
Mary M. Rybicki

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Mary J. Attardo
Carolyn Marie Delano
Lynne Christine Terrile

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Nancy J. Goode
Stella A. Prevost
Elizabeth Ann Ratcliffe
Nancy L. Schonheinz
Jye Wang
Mara S. Wernick

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Ann-Michelle Albertson
Allan Bradford Smith
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Matina S. Horner, Ph.D., Chair
Mrs. E. Lorraine Baugh
James Carroll
Richard R. Crater
Nicholas A. Grace, Esq.
Maureen W. Groër, R.N., Ph.D.
Paul Guzzi
Manuel J. Lipson, M.D.
Henry J. Mankin, M.D.
Steven M. Mirin, M.D.
Sau-Fong Siu, D.S.W.
William O. Taylor
Samuel O. Thier, M.D.
W. Nicholas Thorndike
Ellen M. Zane
Mrs. Ernest J. Sargeant, Honorary Trustee